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Abstract 
A new class of integer polyhedra with box-tdi systems, called switchdec polyhedra, is 
introduced. They involve families of (0, i I)-vectors associated to abstract paths and circuits, 
which are in a certain sense closed under “switching” and “decomposition”. The switchdec 
polyhedra generalize and unify previous models, like the coflow polyhedra, most of the 
switching paths polyhedra of Griiflin (which generalize the switching model of Hoffman) and 
examples like the polyhedral description of dicuts. 
Keywords: Polyhedral combinatorics; Coflow polyhedra; Switching paths 
1. Introduction 
We introduce a class of integer polyhedra called switchdec polyhedra. The motiva- 
tion for developing this class was to find a common framework for the different 
existing models related to (abstract) paths and circuits. 
Models involving switching of (abstract) paths have been first introduced by 
Hoffman [lS] as a generalization of max flow-min cut: He established a class of 
integer polyhedra of the type {x > 0 I Ax 2 I}, where A is the incidence matrix of 
a family of abstract paths, closed with respect to “switching”, and where r is in a certain 
sense “supermodular”. Griiflin generalized this model [12]. His new model contains 
two classes of polyhedra, called switching paths polyhedra, one of the type 
{O 6 d d x 6 d’ 1 Ax > r}, the other of the type {d < x < d’ 1 Ax < Y}, where the rows 
of A are (0, _t lj-vectors associated with abstract paths (again closed under “switch- 
ing”) and r is “supermodular” in the first case, “submodular” in the second case. 
A class of integer polyhedra related to circuits are the cojIow polyhedra [l, 21, which 
are polyhedra of the form {d < x < d’ 1 Rx < r}, where R is the incidence matrix of 
circuits of a digraph and r is “modular”. 
All these models yield integer polyhedra with tdi-systems and Griiflin mentioned 
in his paper, that it would be interesting to find a common framework for all of 
them. 
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Moreover, there are several polyhedral descriptions of combinatorial objects, which 
involve paths and circuits simultaneously. Consider for example the family F of dicuts 
of a directed acyclic graph G = (V, E): F:= {S(S) 1 S E I/, s:= V\S, 6(S) = 0}, where 
6(T):= {(u, w)EEI UE T, wq!T} for T E I/. Then F can be described as follows: 
In G = (V, E), departing from the conventional (directed) paths and circuits, call 
P an (elementary) d-path with node set (ul, . . . , v,+ 1) and edge set (el,. . . , e,), IZ > 1, if 
either t(ei) = vi and h(ei) = Ui+ 1, or h(ei) = Ui and t(ei) = Ui+ 1, 1 6 i < n. Following 
standard terminology, ei is either forward or backward. If u1 = u,+ 1, call the path 
a d-circuit. The vector ofa d-path P (d-circuit Q) is the vector x E RE given by x, := 1 if 
e is forward in P, x, := - 1 if e is backward in P, and x, := 0 otherwise. Let A be the 
matrix whose rows are the vectors of all d-paths, and R the matrix whose rows are the 
vectors of all d-circuits, then 
{x&E+ IAx 6 1, Rx GO} 
is a polyhedral description of the dicuts of G [S]. 
Note that (1) involves { + 1}-vectors related to paths and circuits and is not 
included in any of the above models. 
Our goal was to find a common framework for the switching models and the coflow 
polyhedra, and which in addition includes polyhedra of type (1). 
We will define the new notion of a switchdecfamily, which contains objects related 
to both paths and circuits having properties similar to paths and circuits in graphs. 
Given such a family, two (0, f l}- matrices A and R are defined, associated with paths 
and circuits, respectively, yielding integer polyhedra with tdi-systems of the form 
{d < x 6 d’ 1 Ax 6 r’, Rx < r2}, 
(0 < d < x < d' 1 Ax 2 r1 Rx 2 r’} 
for appropriate vectors d, d’, r1 and r2. 
(2) 
(3) 
The adopted approach and the proof- techniques are very close to the one used by 
GrGflin 1121. We extract the essence of his arguments to apply them in our more 
general context. 
Our goal will almost be achieved, as illustrated in Fig. 4, Section 4. The new class of 
polyhedra does in fact contain polyhedra of the type (l), as well as the class of coflow 
polyhedra. Concerning the switching paths polyhedra of Grgflin, we include the most 
important part of it, especially all examples, but not all cases. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: We first define the notion of a switchdec 
family and use the dicuts example to illustrate the relevant concepts. Then, in 
Section 3, we state the main theorems, namely that the polyhedra of type (2) and (3) 
are integer with tdi-systems. We also prove, that the transition phenomenon holds, 
which was introduced by Greene and Kleitman [9] and was already established for 
lattice polyhedra [13] and switching paths polyhedra [12]. In Section 4 some 
examples are given. In particular the inclusion of the previously mentioned models in 
our setting will be discussed. 
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Throughout this paper for a matrix A E RK x N, A,j denotes the columnj, Ai, the row 
i of A, i E K,j E N. Moreover, for I c K (A4 E N), A’. (A.“) stands for the submatrix of 
A containing all rows ill (all colums Jo M). For simplicity, the set of the rows of 
matrix A is again denoted by A. Therefore we write CONV (A) for the convex hull of 
the set of the rows of A. For kE[W, k denotes a vector or matrix with each of its 
components equal to k and the kth unit vector is denoted by Ik. Moreover, 
x(S):= C{x,le~S} for XE@ and S E E. 
2. Switchdec families 
Let E be a finite set. We consider notions similar to paths and circuits in a directed 
graph, where additionally a number + 1 or - 1 is associated with each edge of them. 
Such abstract entities will again be called paths or circuits. The main object we are 
interested in is a so-called switchdec family, which contains paths and circuits having 
a certain completeness property, which generalizes in some sense natural properties of 
paths and circuits in a digraph, like 
switch, i.e. given two crossing paths with edge set (el, . . . ,e,), respectively (fi, . . ,fm), 
andei=fjforsomeiandj,16i~n,1~j6m,then(el,...,ei=fj,...,f,)isagain 
a path. Note that even if the two given paths are elementary, the switched path may 
happen to be non-elementary. Hence our family will contain also non-elementary 
paths and circuits. 
decomposition, i.e. any non-elementary path decomposes into an elementary path 
and elementary circuits. 
In relation with switchdec families several concepts are introduced in this section. 
In order to give an intuitive support to these rather technical definitions, we shall 
illustrate them in the context of dicuts. 
2.1. Paths, circuits and partial paths 
A path on the ground set E is a sequence [ (fi , F, ), . . . , (fn, F,)] with 
fiEE~~~E{+l}~l~i~n,n31.Itisanelementar~pathiffi#fiforl~i <j<n. 
A path is called a circuit if n 2 2 and ( fi, Fl) = (f,, F,), and it is an elementary circuit 
if additionally fi #f; for 1 < i <j < n. 
The set of elements of E in a path f := [(fi, F,), . . . ,(fn, F,,)] will be denoted by 
{“f) := (A, A}. 
Example 1. In the context of dicuts in G = (I/, E), the values associated to the edges of 
a d-path come pretty naturally, + 1 if the edge is foreward, - 1 if it is backward. The 
d-path P in Fig. 1 is therefore represented by the path [(el, I), (ez, -l), (e3, l), 
(e4, l), (e5, + l)]. In the sequel, a d-path shall always be given by this representation. 
Moreover, we allow d-paths and d-circuits also to be non-elementary. 
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Fig. 1. 
Given f:= C(ft ,Ft ), . . . ,(.L F,)l, a partial path f’ of f is a path f’:= 
[(f;,F;),...,(fd,F6)] suchthat thereexists 1 d i(1) < ... < i(p) < nwith(f,‘,F;) = 
(j& FitkJ for k = 1, . . . , p. Two kinds of partial paths are of special interest, namely 
for u E {f >, Cfil := C(fi , Ft ), . . . , (.& F&l and 14 := C(& Fic,l), .. . ,(f., FJI, 
where f;.(“) is the first occurrence of v in the sequence (fi, . . ,fn), i.e. 
i(u) := min (i IA = u, 1 d i 6 n}. For convenience we will also allow empty paths and 
circuits [ 1. f’:= [(fk, Fk),(fkfl, Fk+& . . . . (fi, FL)] is a partial path of f if 
1 G k 6 i < n and for convenience we define f’ := [ ] if i < k. 
An important operation on paths is the so-called composition of two paths. Let 
a:= [(al, A,), . . . . (a,, A,)] and b:= [(b,, B,), . . . . (b,, B,)] be paths with a, = bI. The 
composition of a and b, denoted by [a; b], is the path [a; b] := [(al, A,), . . . ,(a,, A,) = 
(b,, B,), . . . . (b,, B,)] if A, = B1 or [a; b] := [(al, A,), . . . ,(anp 1, A,- Ah Bz), . . . , 
Pm, &)I if 4 f BI. 
Example 2. Consider the graph G = (V, E) of Fig. 1 and let p:= [(el, I), (ez, - l), 
(e3, l),(~, l),(eS, 1)l. Then CPQI = HeI, I),&, - l),(e3, l)l, CCml; Cwll = P and 
4:== CCPe31; Ke3, - 11, (e7, 1X h, I)]] = C(eI, I), @a, - I), h 11, h, 111 is either 
a non-elementary path or a circuit. 
2.2. Families (B, Z), associated vectors and matrices 
A family of paths and circuits is a pair (B, Z) where B is a set of paths, Z a set of 
circuits, and IBI, (Z( E Z + u{ + cc). Moreover, for any z = [(zl, Z,), . . . , (z,, Z,)] EZ, 
and for any s, 1 6 s 6 n, z’ = [(z,, Z,), . . . ,(z,, Z,) = (zl, Z,), . . . . (zs, Z,)] EZ (i.e. any 
cyclic permutation of z is again in Z’). Note that a circuit of Z may, but does not have 
to, be in B. By B’ G B and Z’ !&Z, we denote the elementary elements of B and Z, 
respectively. 
Several vectors are associated in a natural way to a path a = [(al, A,), . . . , 
(a,, A,,)] EB ( EZ), namely its inconformity vectors inc(a)* E Z”,, * E { + , - ), and its 
value vector val(a)EzE defined componentwise by 
inc(a),* := C(*Aill <idn(i<n),Ai=*l,ai=e),eEE, *E(+, -}; 
val(a), := C {Ai 1 1 < i < n (i < n), ai = e) = inc(a): - inc(a),, e E E. 
The matrices AE{O, f lJEXE and RE (0, + l}Z’xE of the family (B, Z) are matrices, 
whose rows are the value vectors ofB’ and Z’, i.e. A*. := val(b), b E B’ and Rb. := val(b), 
bcZ’. 
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Example 3. Let G = (V, E) be an acyclic directed graph and B be the set of all d-paths, 
Z the set of all d-circuits together with cyclic permutations of them. B’ and Z’ 
correspond to the elementary d-paths and d-circuits of G and the matrices A, R of 
(B,Z) are up to duplicate rows exactly the matrices involved in the polyhedral 
description (1) of dicuts. 
Consider now the d-path p:= [(e4, l), (e,, l), (e6, l), (e3, -I), (e7, l), (ei, l), 
(c2, -1X (c3, l), (e4, l)] in the graph of Fig. 1. The associated vectors are: 
in+)+ = (1, 0, 1,2, 1, 1, l), inc(p)- = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), 
val(p) = (1, - LO, 2, 1, 1, 1). 
2.3. Decomposition and switching 
Given a non-elementary path in a digraph, one can repeatedly split off elementary 
circuits to obtain a decompostion of the path into an elementary path and elementary 
circuits. Our goal here is to mimic this decomposition, taking into account the 
additional difficulty of having values + 1 and - 1 assigned to each element of the 
path. Let b:= [(b,, B,), . . . ,(b,, I?,)] be a non-elementary path with bi = bj for i <j. 
If Bi = Bj, a natural way to split off a circuit is to consider the circuit 
r = C(bi, Bi), ... ,(bj, Bj)l and the remaining path b’ = [(b,, B,), . . . , (bi, Bi) = 
(bj, Bj), . . . ,(b,, B,)]. NOW, if Bi # Bj, then r is not a circuit, since (bi, Bi) # (bj, Bj). 
Moreover the value of bi in b’ is not defined. In this case we intuitively would like to 
give the value (Bi + Bj)/% to bi and bj (after decomposition). This will be realized by 
eliminating (bi, Bi) and (bj, Bj) in r and b’, since by definition a path or circuit contains 
only elements with non-zero values. The formal definitions are as follows: 
The family (B, Z) of paths and circuits is said to be closed under decomposition if for 
any b := [(b, , I?,), . . , (b,, II,)] E B (respectively Z), and any i and j with 1 < i < j 6 n 
(respectively 1 < i <j < n), bi = bj and b, # bkf for all (k, k’) # (i, j) with 
i < k < k’ 6 j, we have 
if Bi = Bj then 
v := [(bi, Bi). . . ) (bj, Bj)] EZ’, 
b’:= [(b,,B,),..., (bi, Bi) = (bj, Bj), . . . , (b,, &)I EB (mp. Z), 
if Bi # Bj, then 
,(bj-1,Bj-1),(bi+l, Bi+1)] if i<j- 1 
otherwise 
I C(b,,B,),...,(bi~,,Bi~,),(bj+,, Bj+l)>,..>(b,.B,)] if bEB or (i#l andj#n) 
(4) 
b’:= C(bj+l. 
: 
Bj+l),.-.,(b.-1,B”-,),(bj+l,Bj+l)l 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Cl 
E B (respectively Z). 
if bcZ, i = I, j < n - 1 
if bEZ, j=n, i>2 
otherwise 
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For a E B (resp. Z), a decomposition of a consists of a path a’ EB' and a multiset 
R” c Z’ (resp. consists of R” c_ Z’), which can be obtained by the following algorithm: 
b:= a = [(b,, B,), . . . ,(b,, B,)], Ra:= 8; 
while b$B’ (respectively Z’) do 
Choose 1 6 i < j 6 n (respectively 1 < i < j < n) with bi = bj and 
bk#bk~forall(k,k’)#(i,j), i<k<k’dj; 
Let b’ and r be the elements obtained in (4); 
R” := R”vr; b := b’; 
end; (*while*) 
if a E B then a’:= b else R’:= R”vb. 
Note that the same circuit can occur more than once in R”. We denote such 
a decomposition of a by a’@R’ (respectivelyOR”) and we simply write a = u’@R’ 
(a = @R”), although the decomposition is not always unique (see example 4). Note 
thatifu=a’@R”,aEBthen 
val(a) = val(a’) + C (val(r) ) I E R”), 
inc(u)* > inc(a’)* + C {inc(r)* ( r E R’} for *E { + , -}, 
and analogously for a E Z. 
Example 4. The family (B, Z) of (possibly non-elementary) d-paths and d-circuits in 
G = (V, E) is closed under decomposition. Note however, that for a given path p, there 
may be several decompositions. In Fig. 2 two decompositions of p = [(pl ,P1), . . . , 
(P9, P9)l = Ch, I), (e2, - 11, (e3, I), h, -I), (e5, - I), (e2, I), tee, I), h, -l), h, 111 
are given. Moreover for these decompositions the resulting (sum of) inconformity 
vectors give different values: 
inc(p)+ =(l,l,l,O,O,l,l), inc(p)- = (0, I, 0,2,1,0,0), 
inc(p’)+ + inc(r’)+ = (LO, l,O,O, 1, l), inc(p’)- + inc(r’)- = (O,O, 0,2,1,0,0), 
inc(p”)+ + inc(r”)+ = (1, 1, l,O,O, 1, l), inc(p”)- + inc(r”)- = (O,l,O, 2,1,0,0). 
The family (B, 2) is said to be closed under switching if 
(i) For all aEB, bEB’ and all eE{a}n{b}, there exist paths, denoted by ueb and 
beu EB, such that ueb is a partial path of f:= [[ae]; [eb]] and bea of 
f’ := [[be]; [ea]]. 
(ii) For all UEB (respectively Z), b:= [(b,, B,), . . ..(b., B,)]fZ’such that e:= bI E(U), 
there exists a path (circuit), denoted by uebEB (respectively Z), such that ueb 
is a partial path of f := [[[ae]; b]; [eu]]. In the sequel, when speaking about 
the switching of aEBuZ, bEZ’ in eE{a}n{b}, we implicitly assume that e is the 
first element of b. 
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Decomposition of p: in p2 = p6 = e2: 
p = p’@r’ 
in pa = pg = e4: 
p = p”@r” 
Fig. 2. 
b aeb 
Fig. 3. 
Note that in the above definition the switch operation is required not only between 
two elementary paths or circuits but also between a non-elementary and an elemen- 
tary one. The reason is the following: We will need the argument hat a family is closed 
under switching in order to prove the existence of a certain path, say p, in the family. 
This will be done by showing that p can be obtained by a sequence of switching 
operations, e.g. p = (aub)u’c. Even if p, a, b, c are elementary it may happen that sub, to 
be swtiched with c, is non-elementary. 
Note that by definition of switching we have for a E B, b f B’, e E (a} n{ b} 
inc(a)* + inc(b)* > inc(aeb)* + inc(bea)* for *E { + , -}, 
and analogously for aeBuZ, b E Z’. 
Example 5. Let (B, Z) be the family of d-paths and d-circuits in G = (V, E). Define the 
switching by aeb:= [[ae];[eb]], bea:= [[be]; [ea]] if aEB, beB’, eE{a}n{b}; and 
aeb:= [[[ae]; b]; [ea]] if aeBuZ, bEZ’, eE (a)n(b}. 
By definition of d-paths, aeb and bea are again d-paths or d-circuits (see Fig. 3 for an 
example). Hence (B, Z) is closed under switching. 
2.4. Switchdec families and modularity 
A family (B, Z) of paths and circuits on the ground set E is called a switchdecfamily, 
if it is closed under decomposition and switching. 
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We now introduce the notion of (sub-) modularity for a switchdec family (B,Z): 
A function g: (B’, Z’) + IF! is said to be submodular on (B,Z), if 
(i) For any a~& beg’, e~{a}n{b} and any decompositions a = a’ 0 R”, aeb 
= aeb’@ Raeb, and bea = bea’ @ Rhea, 
g@‘) + g(b) + C{g(r) I rE R”} 2 g(aeb’) + g(bea’) + C{g(r)lrE RaebuRbeo}. 
(Recall that a circuit can occur more than once in Roeb and in Rhea in which case 
each occurrence contributes to the summation on the right-hand side.) 
(ii) For any a E B (respectively Z), b EZ’, e E {a}n{b} and any decomposition 
of a = a’ @ R” (respectively a = OR”) and aeb = aeb’@ Raeb (respectively 
aeb = @Raeb), 
g(d) + C(g(r)IrERaub} 2 g(aeb’) + C{g(r)IrERQeb} if UEB, 
C{g(r)IrER’ub} >C(g(r)lr~R’~~} if aeZ. 
g is called supermodular on (B, Z), if (- g) is submodular on (B, Z), and modular 
on (B, Z), if g is submodular and supermodular on (B, Z). 
(B, Z) is said to be a modular (submodular) switchdec family, if all columns ge, e E E of 
its matrices A and R, (i.e. g=(b):= Abe, b EB’ and Se(b):= Rbe, b EZ’), are modular 
(submodular) on (B, Z), or equivalently, if for 
aeB, beg’, eE{a}n(b}: val(a) + val(b) = ( 2 )val(aeb) + val(bea), 
asBuZ, bEZ’, eE(a}n(b): val(a) + valfb) = ( 2 ) val(aeb). 
Example 6. Let (B, Z) be the family of d-paths and d-circuits in G = (V, E). (B, Z) is 
a switchdec family and by the definition of the switching rule for a EB u Z, 
beB’ uZ’, eE {a}u(b} (Example 5), val(a) + val(b) = val(aeb) + val(beu), if aeB, bEB’ 
and val(a) + val(b) = val(aeb) otherwise. Hence (B, 2) is a modular switchdec family. 
3. Theorem 
In this section, the main theorem will be proved, namely that the matrices A, R of 
a modular or submodular switchdec family (B, Z) together with a suitable right-hand 
side define integer polyhedra. Moreover, their systems have the so called tdci prop- 
erty, which is defined as follows [7]: 
Consider a system Ax + Bz < b, x 2 0 with integer matrices A and B, and the 
(dual) LP 
min yb subject to yA B cl, yB = c’, Y 3 0 (5) 
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A conformal solution )! of (5) is a feasible solution for which the submatrix [A’, B’] of 
[A, E], whose rows correspond to the support of ~1, has each of its columns either non- 
negative or non-positive. If for each integer-valued L’ = [c’, c’] for which the min- 
imum of (5) exists, (5) has a 
conformal solution, then AX + Bz < b, x 3 0 is called totully dual 
confornud or tdc, 
conformal and integer solution it is called totally dual conformal and 
integral or tdci. 
Tdci-ness is of course a stronger property than tdi-ness and we will see, that the 
conformity property will be crucial when proving tdi-ness of the system of switchdec 
polyhedra. 
We can now state the main theorem: Let (B,Z) be a switchdec family, B’, Z’ its 
elementary elements, and A E (0, f ljB’xE, R E (0, + I lrxE, its matrices. 
Theorem 1. For r = (r’ , r2): (B’, Z’) + Q and d, d’ E {Qucc}~ thefollowing systems are 
tdci: 
0 d d ,< x < d’, Ax 2 rl, Rx > r2, 
for (B, Z) submodular, r supermodular on (B,Z). 
d 6 x < d’, Ax < r’, Rx d r2, 
(6) 
for (B, Z) modular and r submodular on (B, Z). (7) 
Corollary 2. For r = (rl, r2): (B’, Z’) + Z and d, d’~ {Zu f CG}” the following 
polyhedra are integral with tdci systems: 
P’:=(x~(W~ld<x<d’,Ax3r’,Rx>r~}, 
for (B, Z) submodular and r supermodular on (B, Z). (8) 
P2 := (.YE [WE 1 d < x < d’, A.u < rl, Rx < r’), 
for (B, Z) modular and r submodular on (B, Z). (9) 
Note that if tdci is replaced by the weaker term tdi, Theorem 1 says that the systems 
.Y 2 0, Ax 2 r’, Rx 3 r2 in case (i) and Ax d r’, Rx 6 r2 in case (ii), respectively, are 
box-tdi. 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we first establish the following feasibility lemma: 
Lemma 3. Let c E ZE be an integral vector, A, R be the matrices of a modular switehdec 
family (B, Z) conforming to c (i.e.for any eE E and [(b,, B,), . . . , (b,, B,)] E BuZ, bi = e, 
1 < i < II implies Bi. C, 2 0). Moreover, let Jl uJ2uJ3 be a partition of E. Then 
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the system: 
~‘4.~1 + wR.~’ = cJl, 
YA.~’ + wRJ > ~~2, 
YA,~’ + wRJ3 < ~~3, 
(10) 
y,w>o 
has an integer solution (y, w) whenever it has a solution. 
Proof. We can assume that c 3 0, otherwise let E+ := {eEE 1 c, > 0} and define 
a family (B*, Z*) by 
B*(z*):= {[(bi, C1),...,(b,~ c”)]l [(bl,B1),...~(b,~ Erl)lEB (Z), Ci:= Bi 
if biEE+, Ci := - Bi otherwise}, 
cf := Ice/, eE E and JT:= J1, Jt := (J,nE+)u(J,\E+), Jf := (J,nE’)u(J,\E+). 
Then (B*,Z*) is a modular switchdec family conforming to c* 2 0 and (y, w) is 
a solution of (10) with respect o (B, Z) and c iff (y, w) is a solution of (10) with respect 
to (P, z*) and c*. 
As c 2 0, b E BuZ with 
b = Ch B,), . . . ,(b,, B,)] implies Bi = 1, 1 < i < n. (11) 
Consider now the switch operation for aEB, beg’, eE{a}n{b}: aeb is a partial path 
of f:= [[ae]; [eb]] and bea of f’:= [[be]; [ea]]. It follows from val(aeb) + 
val(bea) = val(a) + val(b) = val(f) + val(f’) (modularity) and (11) that aeb = fand 
bea =f’. By the same arguments, for aeBuZ, beZ’, ee{a}n{b} aeb = [[[ae]; b]; 
Ceall. 
We now construct a node constraint network G = (V, E’) [11] with integral 
capacities uch that any solution (y, w) of (10) corresponds to a feasible flow in G and 
conversely, any decomposition of an integral feasible flow in paths and circuits yields 
an integer solution of (10). 
Let Eb:= {eEE [3[(b,, B,), . . . ,(b,, B,)] EB’, bl = e>, ES:= {eE E I3[(b,, B,), . . . , 
(b,, B,)] E B’, b, = e> and define G = (V, E’) by 
V:= {s, t)uE, 
E’:= {(s,e)leEEb}u{(e, t)leEE/}u 
{(e,e’)\3[(b,,B,),...,(b,,B,)]EB’uZ’and 1 ~i<nwithbi=e,bi+~ =e’}. 
For any elementary dipath (dicircuit) of G with node set (pi, . . . , p,), pin I/, 
1 S i G n, p1 E Eb and p.~ Ef if it is a dipath, we show that [(pl, l), . . . ,(p,, l)] E 
B’ ( EZ’): 
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Let h, . . . . p,J be a dipath of G. Choose a path a = [(al, l), . . . , (a,, l)] EB with 
i(a) := max ( iI aj = pj, 1 < j < i} maximal. Note that we can assume that [aica)a] is 
elementary. Then i(a) B 1. 
Assume i(a) < n. Then there exists an elementary path or circuit b = 
[(b,, l), . . ,(bk, l)] EB’uZ’ with bj = ai( bj+ 1 = Pi(a)+ 1 for j = 1 if b EZ’ and 
1 <,j < k if beB’. For e:= bj, aeb = [[ae]; [eb]] if beB’, aeb = [[[ae]; b]; [ea]] 
if bE2’ and i(aeb) > i(a), a contradiction. Hence i(a) = n. As pne.E/ there exists an 
elementary path b = [(b,, l), . . . , (bk, l)] E B’ with bk = p,,. Hence ap,b = [Cap,]; [p,b]] 
= [(PI, l),...,(p,, 1)l~B’. 
Now let (pi, . . . , pn = pl) be a dicircuit of G. By arguments imilar to those above, 
there is a path a = [(al, l), . . ,(ai = pl, l), ... r(ai+n_ 1 = p,,, l), . . . ,(a,, l)] EBUZ 
for which ai is the first occurrence of pl. By the decomposition property 
C(ai = PI, 11, . . . , (ai+n- 1 = Pnr 111 ET. 
The digraph G, together with the hereafter defined lower and upper bounds 1, and 
u,., u E I/, is a node constraint network. For 1 and u we take I, := 1, := 0, u, := at := cc , 
I,:= ue:= c, for all eEJ,, I,:= c, and ae:= cc for all eEJ2, le:= 0 and u,:= c, for 
all eE J3. 
To any feasible solution (y, w) of (10) corresponds a feasible s-t-flow in G in the 
following way: For any path b = [(b,, II,), . . . , (b,, B,)] EB’uZ’, (s, bl, . . . , b,, t) is the 
node set of a dipath P(b), if b E B’ and, if b EZ’, (b,, . . , b,) is the node set of a dicircuit 
P(b) of G. Let .X P(b) EIWE be the edge-incidence vector of P. Then 
~:fJ.b.xP(b)IbEB’} + ~‘(wb’XP(b)I beZ’) 
is a feasible flow in G. Since c is integral, there exists an integer feasible s-t-flow in G if 
(10) has a solution. Any integral path- and circuit decomposition of this integer flow 
yields then an integer solution (y, w) of (10). 0 
Proof of theorem 1. We only prove case (6), case (7) being similar. Consider (B, 2) 
submodular, r = (ri, r’): (B’, Z’) -+ Q supermodular on (B, Z), d, d’ E {Q + u cc }” and 
(12) min cx subject to Ax > rl, Rx b r2, d 6 x 6 d’, 
maxyr’+wr2+qd-pd’ subjecttoyA+wR+q-p=c, y,w,q,p>O. 
(Y, w, 43 P) of 
(13) 
Let c be integral, and such that there exists an optimum solution 
Note that if (y, w, q, p) is an optimum solution, then 
-IfforeEE,dk=oo,thenp,=O. 
(13). 
(14) 
(15) - If q: := max (0, c, - yA., - wR.,), pz := max {0, yA., - wR., - ce), then 
(y, w, q*, p*) is an optimum solution of (13). 
- If y*, w* satisfy 
y*A + w*R 6 yA + wR, y*r’ + w*r2 > yr’ + wr2 (16) 
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then (y*, w*, q*, q*) with q*, p* defined as in (15) is an optimum solution 
of (13). 
In the sequel, for any solution (y, w, q, p) of (13) we assume that q and p are defined 
by (1% 
Consider the set S’ of optimum solutions of (13). Let Sz E S’ denote those solutions 
(y, w, q, p) which are minimal with respect to yA + wR (i.e. there exists no other 
solution (y*, w*, q*, p*) in S’ with y*A + w*R 6 yA + wR and y*A + w*R # 
yA + wR). Furthermore, denote by S3 5: S2 the set of solutions in S2 with minimal 
inconformity vector h, where 
MY, w 4, PL := min {MY, w, 4, P),’ , NY, w, 4, P); >, 
NY> w> 4, P)* = E{Ya -inc(a)*laEB’} + C{ w,.inc(a)*la~Z},*E{+,-}. (17) 
Finally, let S4 be the solutions (y, w, q, p) in S3 with support of (y, w) maximal with 
respect o inclusion. Let (y, w, q, p) E S4. 
Our goal is to construct a sub-switchdec family (A, W) of (B, Z), whose elementary 
elements correspond to the support of (y, w), and which is modular and conforming to 
a certain vector c*. Furthermore, we will find a system of the form (10) for (A, W) such 
that any feasible solution of (10) yields an optimum solution of (13), ensuring the 
existence of an integer conformal optimum solution of (13). 
In some sense S2 guarantees modularity, S3 conformity, and S4 closure under 
switching required for the switchdec family (A, W). 
We need first some properties of the chosen solution (y, w, q, p) E S4. 
Let UEBUZ, bEB’uZ’, and eE{a}n{b}, such that one of the following three cases 
holds: 
Case 1: UEB, bEB’, a = u’@R’ is a decomposition with y,,, yb > 0, w, > 0 for all 
rER”. 
Case 2: a EB, b EZ’, a = d@Ra is a decomposition with y,, > 0, w, > 0 for all 
rER%b. 
Case 3: UEZ, beZ’, a = OR” is a decomposition with w, > 0, r ER”vb. 
Moreover, let ueb = ueb’@Raeb (Cases 1 and 2), beu = beu’@Rb”” (Case 1) and ueb = 
ORaeb (case 3) be any decomposition. 
We show that: for any f = giy ieE (column-function of A and R) and f = r, we have 
Case 1: f(u’) +f(b) + X{f(r)lrER”} 
\ 
=f(ueb’) +f(beu’) + C(f(r)IrER’ebuRbeo), 
) (18) 
Case 2: f(u’) + X {f(r) I r E R”ub} =f(ueb’) + X {f(r) 1 r E Raeb}, 
Case 3: X{f(r)Ir~R’ub} =C{f(r)(r~R’~~}. I 
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Moreover, for a small E > 0, (y*, w*, q*, p*) with 
y* := 
I 
\ 
y - &(I,, + Zh - loeb, - Zbea,) in Case 1, 
y - E(I,, - la&‘) in Case 2, 
y in Case 3, (19) 
w* ._ .- 
i 
w -E(Z(~,(~ER~) - Z(I,(PEP~UR~~~)~) inCase 1, 
w - @{I,. 1 r E R”ub} - C{I, I Y G Raeb}) in Case 2 or 3 / 
is an optimum solution in S’: 
We have “ > ” in (18) for any f = yi, i E E, as gi is submodular, and ” < ” for f = r as 
Y is supermodular. Hence (y*, w*, q*, p*) is feasible and by (16) is also optimal. Hence 
(18) holds for .f = r. If (18) were not true for some f = gi, i E E, (y*, w*, q*, p*) would be 
an optimum solution, smaller than (y, w, q, p) with respect o (yA + wR). Hence (18) is 
true for any f= gi, in I/ and (y*, w*, q*, p*) is an optimum solution in S’. 
We next show that (y, w, q, p) is a conformal solution. Assume that (y, w, q, p) is not. 
Then there exists e E E, a, b E B’, y,. yb > 0 and A,, . A,,, = - 1 (Case 1); or 
a EB’, b EZ’, yn. wb > 0 and A,,’ Rbe = - 1 (Case 2); or a, bEZ’, w,wI, > 0 and 
R,, . Rbe = - 1. (In cases 2 and 3 let Rb, be the row corresponding to an elementary 
circuit starting with e, i.e. b = [(b,, B,), . . . ,(b,, B,)], bl = e.) 
For each decomposition of aeb (and bea in Case l), let (y*, w*, q*, p*) as in (19). Let 
f := [Cue]; [eb]] and f’ := [[be]; [ea]] in Case 1; f:= [[Cue; b]; [ea]] in Cases 2 and 3. 
Then for any j E E, 
inc (a$ + inc (b)T 
inc( f )f + inc( f ‘)T + 6, > inc(aeb)j* + inc(bea)j* + 6j, in Case 1 
= inc (f ).T + 6j, > inc (aeb)j* + 6j, in Cases 2 and 3 
I inc(aeb’)j* + inc(bea’)l + C {inc(r)T 1 r E RaebuRbe”} + ,j,, in Case 1, 
> inc(aeb’)j* + I: {inc(r)T 1 r E Rneb} + 6j, in Case 2, 
C {inc (r)j* 1 r E Raebj + 6j, in Case 3, 
where 6j, = 1 if j = e, Sj, = 0 otherwise. 
Hence, h(y*, w*, q*, p*)j 6 h(y, w, q, p)j for any jE E and h(y*, w*, q*, p*), 
< h(y, w, q, p),, a contradiction to the choice of (y, w, q, p). Hence (y, w, q, p) is a con- 
formal solution. 
Then the vector sign E (0, & 11” is well defined by 
sign, : = 
I 
1 if WY, w, 4, P),’ > 0, 
- 1 if MY, w, 4, P); > 0, (20) 
0 otherwise. 
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Let A’ be the support of y, w the support of w, and define 
A:= {bEBlfor all decompositions b = [(b,,B,),...,(b,,B,)] = b’@Rb: b’EA’, 
r E w’ for all r E Rb, and Bi = sign,,, 1 < i < n}, 
W:= {b EZI for all decompositions b = [(b,, II,), . . . ,(b,, B,)] = @Rb: 
rE w’ for all rERb, and Bi = sign,,, 1 < i < n}. 
We show that (A,W) with the same switching rule as (B, Z) is a modular switchdec 
family. 
By definition, the elementary paths and circuits of (A, W) are A’, FV’ and (A, W) is 
closed under decomposition. (A, W) is also closed under switching: Consider ~IZAU 
W, bEA’uW’, ee{a}n(b} and any decomposition aeb = aeb’@RUeb (if 
aEA), aeb = @Raeb (if aE w), bea = bea’@R’“” (if aeA, bEA’). Then (y*, w*, q*, p*) 
defined by (19) is optimal and minimal with respect o y*A + w*R. 
Since aeb is a partial path off:= [[ae]; [eb]], bea a partial path off’ := [[be]; [ea]] 
if a EA, b EA’; and aeb is a partial path off:= [[[ae];b]; [ea]] otherwise, we have 
forjEE 
inc(aeb)r = 0 for * - 1 = signj and inc(bea)j* = 0 for * - 1 = signj if 
aeA, beA’. 
Therefore h((y*, w*, q*, p*)) = 0 and (y*, w*, q*, P*)ES~. By (19) and the choice of 
(y, w, q,p), supp(y, w) = supp(y*, w*) and hence aebEAuW, beaEAuWifuEA, bEA’, 
so that (A, W) is closed under switching. Furthermore, (A, W) is modular by (18). 
Letx*beanoptimumsolutionof(12)andJ,:={j~EJqj=pj=0},J,:={j~Elpj 
> 0}, J3:= { jeE I qj > O}. Note that by (15), J2nJ3 = 0. Furthermore, denote by A’ 
and R’ the matrices of (A, W) or equivalently, the matrices with rows corresponding to 
the support of y and w. 
Consider 
y*A’.& + w*R’.J~ = cJ, +*)JI, 
Y*A’,~z + w*R’.~~ >/ L (YA.~z + w@)] =:(c*)~‘, 
y*pJ3 + w*rJ3 d r(yA.J3 + wR.~I)] =: (~*)~a, 
y*, w* k 0. 
(21) 
Note that (Jr’, w”) is a solution of (21) and that by the complementary slackness 
conditions we have: for any solution (y*, w*) of (21), 
(Y’, w’, 4, p’):= NY*, 09 tw*, OW’), q’P’) (22) 
(with q’, p’ defined as in (15)) is an optimum conformal solution of (13), as supp (a’) c 
supp(a) for a = y, w, q, and p. 
(A, W) is a modular switchdec family conforming to c*. Furthermore (21) has 
a feasible solution. Hence by Lemma 3 there exists an integer solution (y*, w*) of (21) 
and (y’, w’, q’, p’) defined in (22) is an integer conformal optimum solution of (13). 17 
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To conclude this section, we show that the so-called transition (or t-) phenomenon, 
introduced by Greene and Kleitman [9], and already established for lattice polyhedra 
[13] and for the switching paths polyhedra [12], also holds for polyhedra of type 
P’ and P2 of Corollary 2. 
Theorem 4 (t- phenomenon). Consider P’ of (8), P* of(9) and the corresponding dual 
LPs (23),, of P’ and (24),, of P*, 
max yr' + wr* + qd - pd’ subject to yA + wR + q - p = c, y, w, q, p > 0, (23),, 
min yr' + wr2 + qd’ - pd subject to yA + wR + q - p = c, y, w, q, p Z 0, (24),, 
for a given integer vector c, r’ = r1 and r’ = r1 + 1. 
The two LPs (23),1 and (23),1+, (respectively (24),1 and (24),1+,) have a common 
conformal integer optimum solution whenever they have an optimum solution. 
Proof. We give the proof for the LPs (23),, the case for (24),, being similar. Let c be 
integral such that (23)+ and (23)++, have optimum solutions, and (B, 2) be the 
underlying submodular switchdec family on the set E. A new submodular switchdec 
family (D, 2) on an extended ground set E’ is obtained by adding a new element s to 
E and augmenting any path by the element (s, - 1) at the end of it, i.e. 
E’:= Eu{s}, h = [(b,, II,), ,(b,, B,)] EB iff [(b,, B,), . . . ,(b,, II,), (s, - l)] ED. 
Therefore, 
p’ := {(x. 2) 1 x E [WE, zE[W,Ax-lz~r’,Rx~r’,d~xdd’,z~O} (25) 
is a polyhedron of type (8) and both LP’s 
mincx+(w,,-~I)zsubjecttoAx-lz~r’,Rx~r2,d~x6d’,z~0, (26) 
max yr’ + wr2 + qd - pd’ subject to yA + wR + q - p = c, - yl 6 w. - ol, 
y, w, 4, P 2 0, (27) 
have integer optimum solutions, where w, denotes the optimum value of (23),+,,, 
z > 0 (if it exists). Let C:= {zEZ+ 1 w, exists}. 
The proof is now similar to the one of [13]. Define for all z E C, 
m(z):= 0, + (coo - wl)z, (28) 
then m(0) = coo = m(1) and the optimum value of (26) is equal to cu:= min{m(z)I z 
EC}. We show that (26) has an optimum solution with z = 1 which is equivalent o 
showing m(z) > w. for all ZEZ. 
Let x, be an optimum solution of (23),+,,. For all z 2 1, ZEC, x := l/z(xZ + 
(z - 1)x0) is a feasible solution of (23), + r, hence ol d cx = l/z(m(z) + zwr - oo) and 
equivalently w. < m(z). Hence there exists a solution of (26) with z = 1. 
Let (y, w, q, p) be a conformal integer optimum solution of (27) and (x*, 1) an 
optimum solution of (26). Then (y, w, q, p) is feasible in (23),1 and (23)+  1 and x* is an 
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optimum solution of the primal problem to (23)+  r, implying cx* = ol. 
yr’ + wr2 + qd - pd’ = cx* + (cI)~ - wl) = w1 + (wO - wr) = wo, 
y(r’ + 1) + wr2 + qd - pd’ = o. + yl > o. + o1 - w. = ol; 
hence (y, w, q, p) is a conformal integer optimum solution of (23)+ and (23),1+ 1 0 
4. Examples 
Different models and examples contained in the switchdec polyhedra will be 
considered. As already mentioned, the main models included are dicuts, a subclass of 
switching paths polyhedra and the coflow polyhedra. The latter two are fairly abstract 
and include on their own other models and results, mostly related to paths and 
circuits in graphs or chains in posets. Fig. 4 shows the relation between the different 
models and results. We will only consider the main models above and switchdec 
families related to paths and circuits in a digraph (since these are the most natural 
families). 
4.1. Dicuts 
Let G = (V, E) be an acyclic digraph, (B, 2) be the family of d-paths and d-circuits, 
and A, R its matrices. Then, by the Examples 1-6, 
P={~EIWE+]AX~~,RX~O} 
is a switchdec polyhedra of type (9). Hence the following result of [3] can easily be 
verified. 
Theorem 5. Let B be the incidence matrix of all dicuts of G, then 
P:={~ELWE+]A~~~,R~~~}=CONV(B). (29) 
(Associate to each (0, 1}-vector x in P, S := {u E ‘v 13 undirected path from the head of 
an edge e with x, = 1 to u, which uses only backward edges f with xf = O}. Then S(S) 
is a dicut and x its incidence vector.) 
Let for k 3 1, k integer, Fk be the family of k-dicuts, i.e. subsets of E partitionable 
into k or fewer dicuts, and Bk its incidence matrix. Then 
Proposition 6. The following polyhedron gives the polyhedral description of k-dicuts: 
Pk := {x E rW”, 1 Ax < k, Rx d 0, 0 < x ,< l} = CONV(Bk). (30) 
Proof. This follows directly from the facts that Pk is a switchdec polyhedra of type (9), 
hence integral, and that Q := {x E [WE 1Bx < l} is a lattice polyhedron [14,17], hence 
integral with a tdi-system. 0 
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Switchdec polyhedra 
Switching paths polyhdera 
Switching model of Hoffman 
paths in acyclic 
graphs (4.5) Hoffman-Schwartz model [16], 
Generalization by Schrijver [18 
graphs 
< [Ill 
acyclic 
graphs 
1111 , 
for acyclic graphs, 
* generalization by 
\ 11,2,61 / 
0 : Models c> : Examples and theorems 
(x) : Model, example or theorem is described in section x 
Fig. 4. 
4.2. Coflow polyhedra [ 1,2] 
Let G = (I/, E) be a digraph, a E Z”, d, d’ E {Zu f co }” and C be the family of node 
sets of elementary circuits of G. The polyhedron 
P:={x~R”ld<x<&,x(C)da(C)forallC EC} (31) 
is called a cojIow polyhedron. It is integral and x(C) d a(C), CEC, is box-tdi [l, 23. 
Proposition 7. P is a switchdec polyhedron of type (9). 
Proof. Let V be the ground set, B:= {[ I}, Z:= {p(C):= [(cl, l),...,(c,, l)]lC is 
a (non-elementary) circuit of G with V(C) = (cl, . . . ,c.)}, and Z’ be the elementary 
elements of Z. Then (B, Z) together with the switching rule sub := [[[au]; b]; Cub]] for 
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any a EZ, b EZ’, u E {a}n{b} is a modular switchdec family with matrices A = 0 and R. 
Furthermore the function (r’, r2): (B’,Z’) + R defined by r’([ ]):= 0, 
r2(C) := a(C), CE C, is modular on (B, Z) and 
(x(C) 6 a(C), C E C) = (Rx Q r2). (32) 
Hence P is a switchdec polyhedron of type (9). 0 
For applications see Fig. 4. 
4.3. Switching paths polyhedra 
Griiflin [12] gave the following definitions of switching families and switching paths 
polyhedra: 
Let E and A be finite sets and S:= {f(a)~ [WEI SEA} a family of (0, _+ l}-vectors. 
For UEA, denote by {a}+ := {Ed E If( a e > 0} its positive support, by {u}- its nega- ) 
tive support and let {a} := {a>+u{a}-. Further let us be given for any UEA a linear 
ordering “< of {u> and define for eE {a} the following sets: 
[ae] := {w E {u} )w “6 e>, [ea]:= {WE {12)/e”< w}. 
The family S is called a switching family if for any u, b EA and e E {a}n(b) there exist 
c, SEA, denoted by aeb and bea, such that the following properties hold: 
{aeb}n{a}n{b} E [ae]u[eb], (33) 
Wl*nCbel C {a>* 
{ueb}*n[ea] G {b}* 
for +( + , _> (34) 
(35) 
Similar properties hold for bea, to which we refer later as (33’), (347, (35’) and 
{ueb}n{beu} G {a}n{b). (36) 
A function h:A + IF! is said to be submodular on A if for any a, bE A and 
eE (a)n{b}, h(aeb) + h(bea) < h(a) + h(b); supermodular on A if -h is submodular on 
A and modular on A if h is both super- and submodular on A. 
Given a switching family S = {f(a) E [WE 1 a EA}, let A be the A x E-matrix with rows 
f(a), a E A. S is called submodular (modular) if all columns A.,, e E E of A are submodu- 
lar (modular) functions on A. 
The main result then reads as follows. 
Theorem 8 (Griiflin [12]). Let S = {f(a)E[WE(uEA) be a switchingfamily, AE@‘~ 
the matrix with rows f(a), a EA, r : A + Z a function and d, d’ E {Zu + co 1”. Then the 
following polyhedra are integral with tdci systems: 
P’:=(x~!8E+Id<x, < d’, Ax > r> for S submodulur r supermodular on A. (37) 
P2 := {x E [WE 1 d < x < d’, Ax Q r} for S modular and r submodular on A. (38) 
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Note that here, contrary to our switching definition, no relation between the 
orderings of aeb, a and b is given. However, if S is a modular switching family, the 
ordering of a and b implicitly determines the ordering of aeb: 
Lemma 9. Let E and A be Jinite sets, S:= { f(a)~ [WE 1 UEA} a modular switching 
family, and a, bES, eE{a}n{b}, c:= aeb. Then 
(i) (c} c [ae]u[eb], 
(ii) if i, jE {c~n[ae], then (i k j ifsi “<j), 
(iii) if i, jE {c}n[eb], then (i ‘=c j ifli b< j), 
(iv) ifiE{c}n[ae], jE(c}n[eb], then i’< j. 
Proof. We first prove the following property: 
If a, bES, f(a)i =f(b)i and f(a)j=f(b)j, then (i”< j) iff (ib<j). (39) 
Assume i”< j, i.e. iE [aj], and let c:= ajb, d:= bja. By modularity iE {c}n(d)n{a} 
n{b}, hence ie [bj]u[ ja] (by (33’)) and therefore iE [bj] implying i b< j. 
Next, we show (let c:= aeb) 
if iE {c}n[ae], then f (a)i = f (c)i; if ie {c)n[eb], then f (b), =f(c)i. (40) 
Let iE{c}n[ae]. If iE{bea}, then iE[be] by (36) and (33’), hence f(c)i = f (a)i by 
(34). Ifi#{bea}, then f(c)i=f(a)i + f(b)i,andiE{c}n[ue]implies f(b)i = Oand f(c)i = 
f (a)i. The proof for iE {c}n[eb] is analogous. 
Proof of (i). Assume iE{c)\([ae]u[eb]), then by (33) i$(a>n{b}, and by (36) 
i$ {bea} implying f (a)i + f(b)i = f (c)i. If f (b)i = 0, then iE {a}, iE [ea], a contradic- 
tion to (35), since in {c}. In the same way f (a)i = 0 is not possible. 
Proof of (ii) ((iii) is analogous). If i, je {c}n[ae], then by (40), f (a)i = f (c)i and 
f (U)j = f (C)j. Hence i ‘<j iff i '< j by (39). 
Proof of (iv). If e E {c}, then by (ii) and (iii) i”< ek j, proving (iv). Hence consider 
the case e $ {c} and assume jc< i, j$ [ae] and i# [eb] (otherwise we are in case (ii) or 
(iii)). We know from (40), that f (C)i =f(a)i and f (c)j = f(b)j. 
Let ~1 := bjc, 2.’ := cjb. Then 
f (4, = f(b), (eE Cbjl *f (u’), =f(& = 0, by (34), 
and f (v), = f (b), by modularity), 
f (U)j = f (b)j = f (C)j (by f (b)j = f (c)j and modularity), 
f(o)i =f(c)i (in Cjcl =>f(u’)i =f(b), by (35’) and f(u)i =f(c)i by modularity). 
Hence e ‘<j ‘I< i by e b< j, j ‘< i, and (39). Consider now w:= aev and WI:= vea. By 
modularity,f(v)i=f(c)i ==f( ).’ pl a ,im iesiE{w}n(w’}andby(33’)iE[ve]n[ea],acon- 
tradiction to iE [ae]n[eu]. 
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We say, that a switching family conserves order, if (i)-(iv) are satisfied for ail a, b EA, 
e E (u} n {b} and c := aeb. Note, that by Lemma 9 modular switching families conserve 
order, but this is not always the case for submodular switching families. 
Let S:= {f(a) E [WE 1a EA} be a switching family. S can also be seen as a switchdec 
family according to our definition: For each UEA, the pair (a,f(a)) with support 
(u) = {aI, . . . ,a,}, a,“< . ..‘< a, can be identified with the path p(u) := 
[(al, A,), . . . ,(a,, A,)], where Ai:=f(u),, 1 ,< i 6 n. Define 
B:= {p(u) 1 GA}, Z:= ([ I}. (41) 
Proposition 10. Let S be a switching family conserving order, and (B, 2) the associated 
switchdec family of S, together with the same switching rule us in S (i.e. 
a, beA, eE {p(u)}n{p(b)}, p(u)ep(b) := p(ueb), p(b)ep(u) := p(beu)). Furthermore, let 
A be the A x E matrix with rows f(u), a E A. Then the following polyhedra 
PI:= (x&!E+Id < , x 6 d’, Ax > r} for S submodular and r supermodular on A, 
P2 := (XC [WE 1 d < x < d’, Ax Q r} for S modular and r submodular on A, 
ure switchdec polyhedra, P’ is of type (8), P2 of type (9). 
Then the following corollary follows directly from Proposition 10 and Lemma 9: 
Corollary 11. Let S be a modular switching family, and (B, 2) the associated switchdec 
family. Then 
P2 := (x E IWEld < x < d’, Ax 6 r} for r submodular on A, 
is a switchdec polyhedron of type (9). 
Proof of Proposition 10. (B, Z) is closed under decomposition as Z’ = Z = {[ I}, 
B’ = B and the matrices of (B, Z) are A and R:= 0. (B, Z) is also closed under 
switching, since by the definition of conserving order, p(ueb) is a partial path of 
[[p(u)e]; [ep(b)]] and by symmetry, p(b)ep(u):= p(beu) is a partial path of [Cp(b)e]; 
C&411. 
Since val(p(a)) = f (a) for all a E A, S modular (submodular) implies (B, 2) modular 
(submodular). Furthermore, a function r: A + R corresponds to a function (r’, r’): 
(B’, Z’) + R by r’(p(u)) := r(u), a EA, r2([ 1) := 0 and Y submodular (supermodular) on 
S implies (r-l, r2) submodular (supermodular) on (B, Z). 0 
All but one example of switching families given by Grijflin [ 121 are related to paths 
in a digraph or chains in a poset, objects for which the order and switching rule are 
given in a natural way. Of course, these examples conserve order. The one exception is 
the switching model of Hoffman [15] (see Section 4.4). Notice however that all 
examples given by Hoffman conserve order as they are related to paths in graphs. 
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Summarizing, all known applications of switching paths polyhedra conserve order. 
For applications see Fig. 4. 
4.4. Switching model of HofSman [15] 
This model was developed to unify and generalize different versions of max flow - min 
cut theorems. 
Let E be a finite set and S:= {S,, Si, . . . , S,> a family of subsets Si E E, with 
So := 8. Each non-empty set Si, 1 < i < m, is linearly ordered by a relation i < and for 
any e E SinSj, 0 6 i, j < m the set 
(i,u,j):= {N’ESiI Wi< U}U{WESjIUj< W} (42) 
is defined. Moreover a function Y : S + Z + satisfying r(So) = 0 and 
max{r(&) 1 Sk 5. (i, u, j)} + max {Y(S,) 1 Sk G (j, 0, i)} B Y(Si) + Y(Sj) (43) 
for all i, j, 0 < i, j < m, and UES~~S~, is given. 
Let A be the incidence matrix of S and consider 
P:= {x& (Ax 2 Y}. (44) 
Hoffman showed that P is an integer polyhedron. 
Proposition 12 (Groflin [12]). The polyhedron P of(44) is a switching paths polyhedron. 
As in Section 4.3, a family (B, 2) of paths and circuits can be associated to 
S by considering p(Si) := [(So, l), . . ,(s,, l)] for any SiES with Si = 
{sl....,s,},sli< ... i< s,, and B:= {p(Si) IO < i < m}, Z:= { [ I}. Moreover, if for 
any eE SinSi there exists a set SE& (denoted by Si”j) with r(Sivj) = max 
{r(S)WS,S ( G i, u, j)} and order naturally induced by (i, u, j), (i.e. p(S.j) is a partial 
path of [[p(Si)U]; [up(Sj)]]), then (B,Z) is a submodular switchdec family and Y is 
supermodular on (B,Z). In this case P is a switchdec polyhedron of type (9). 
Note that this subclass of switching families is included in the family conserving 
order defined in Section 4.3. Hoffman presented only examples conserving order and 
hence belonging to our switchdec families. 
4.5. Directed graphs 
In this section we give some examples of switchdec families related to incidence 
vectors of paths and circuits in directed graphs. Notice that here A and R are 
{O, 1}-matrices. Applications of these families in relation with integrality of switchdec 
polyhedra and tdi-ness of their systems are already included in previous models 
discussed above (see Fig. 4). Hence we will only give examples of switchdec families. 
Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. To each path P of G with node set 
V(P) = (00, . . . ) u,) and edge set E(P) = (el, . . . ,e,) a path [(o,, l), . . . ,(u,,, l)] or 
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[(el, l), . . . , (e,, l)] can be associated. Let (By, 2’) ((BE, ZE)) denote the family of all 
paths and circuits corresponding to node sets (edge sets) of (non-elementary) paths 
and circuits in G. If we define the switching in the natural way, i.e. aeb := [ [ae]; [eb]] 
for two paths a and b and aeb := [[[ae]; b]; [ea]] for a path or circuit a and a circuit b, 
and e E {a>n{b}, then (BY Z”) respectively (BE, ZE) are modular switchdec families. 
Let A, R be the matrices of (BY Z”), then 
P:= (x&‘/Ax < 1,Rx GO} (45) 
is a switchdec polyhedron of type (9), hence integral. Moreover, its vertices are 
(0, + 1}-vectors associated with so-called node cut sets as can be found in [14]: 
A node cut set is a pair (A’(S), A-(S)) for some S & V, with 
A’(S):= {UEsl$wEs: (U,W)EE), K(S):= {V@13wEs: (0,W)EE) (46) 
and its associated vector f(S)~{0, + 1)” is given by f(S),:= 1 if VEA+(S), 
f(S), := - 1 if v E A-(S) and f(S), = 0 otherwise. The node cut sets are related to flows 
in node constraint networks (and play a similar role as s-t-cuts). The max flow-min cut 
theorem for such a network reads: 
Theorem 13 (GrGflin [l 11). Let G = (V, E) be a node constraint network, with distinct 
vertices s, t E V and capacity vectors 1, u E { 172, v a~}“. Zf G admits a feasible s-t-flow 
subject to 1 and u, the minimum value /? of an s-t-JEow is p = max{l(A+(S))- 
u(A-(S)) I S 5 V, s E S, t 4 S}. 
Consider now (B’“, {[ I}) respectively (BIE, {[ I}), where B’“, respectively BfE, 
corresponds to the family of all elementary paths of G. For two elementary paths 
a and b with common node e, respectively common edge e, the (non-elementary) path 
starting along a until e and ending on b contains an elementary path, say d. Defining 
the switching between a and b in e by aeb := d, (B”, ([ ]>) respectively (B‘e, ([ I}) is 
a submodular switchdec family. 
If additionally two nodes s and t are given and (B’e, { [ I}) contains only elementary 
s-t-paths of G, then (BIE, ([ I}) 1s a g ain a submodular switchdec family. Hoffman [ 151 
derived from this family the max flow-min cut theorem [S], using that (with 
d = 0, d’ = co, r1 = 0) the dual of (6) is: maximize yl s.t. yA < c, y 2 0, which is 
exactly the maximum flow problem. 
Note that switchdec families (B,Z) considered here together with the modular 
function r = (r’, r2) : r’(b) = 1, b EB’, r2(b) = 0, bEZ’ form switchdec polyhedra P of 
type (8), if (B,Z) is submodular, and of type (9), if (B,Z) is modular. 
In the cases where (B,Z) is modular, the P of (45) is equivalent to a coflow 
polyhedron: Any path in G = (V, E) can be considered as a circuit in 
G’ := (Vuq, Eu {(q, v), (v, q) 1 u E V}) through the vertex q. With a E [wvuq, a4 := 1, a, := 0 
otherwise and C being the set of elementary circuits of G’, 
{x E Iwvuq ( x(C) < a(C) for all C E C, xq = 0} = P. (47) 
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Finally, in the cases where Z = { [ I}, (B, Z) corresponds also to a switching family of 
Grbflin. 
5. Final remarks 
The goal of this model is almost achieved, since it contains coflow polyhedra, 
polyhedra of type (l), the modular case and most of the submodular case (those 
conserving order) of switching paths polyhedra, especially all known applications of 
them. In fact, the model presented can be slightly generalized, as I did in my Ph.D. 
Thesis [6], however still not all cases could be included. 
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